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Algebraic K-Theory and Homotopy Theory
5.-11.11.1995

Tbe meeting was organized by THOMAS G. GOODWILLIE (Providence) and
FRIEDHELM WALDHAUSEN (Bielefeld). There were 20 talks altogether, which
left ample time for discussions, both after tbe talks and otherwise.

Summaries of the talks
The summaries are listed in the order of the talks at the meeting.

Spaces over a category, assembly maps and isomorphism
conjectures in algebraic K- and L-theory
Let G be a discrete group, I a family of subgroups and E..= Or(G) - 4 (spectra)
a covariant functor. Let *(I) be the contravariant functor Or(G) -+ (spaces)
sending GI H to {pt} if HEl and to 0 if H ~ I. Let * be *(all subgroups).
The inclusion *(I) ~ * defines a map called assembly ~p

or, equivalently,
1rp(hocoli~) -+ 1rp(hocoli~)

= E..(GIG).

The isomorphism conjecture for algebraic K -theory resp. L-theory resp. the
BAUM-CONNEs-conjecture says that this map is an isomorphism if E.( G/ H) is
K(ZH) resp. ~(ZH) resp. K(C;(H» and I is {virtually cyclic} resp. {virtually cyclic} resp. {finite}. We give a summary of cases where the isomorphism
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conjecture is known and relate it to the N OVIKOV conjecture, BOREL conjecture, IDEMPOTENT conjecture, GROMOV-LAWSON-RoSENBERG conjecture,
ATIYAH's conjecture and KAPLANSKI's conjecture. We explain tools for the
computation of its source and discuss the example 0 -+ Zn ~ C ~ Z/f. -+ 0,
f odd prime, where the tools yield to the following new results quite easily:
If {(H 1 ), .•. ,(Hr )} denotes the conjugacy classes of subgroups of order f, we
get for E.(H) = K(ZH), l!(ZH) and K(Cr(H)) an exact sequence
r

••• --+

EB

r

1rq (BNH;

A

~(1))

-+

i=1

EB

1Tq

E(ZNH i ) ffi 1rq (BC+

1\

E(l))

-+

i=l
r

-+ 1rq (E(G)

-+

EB

1rq -l(BN

Ht A ~(1)) -+ ...

i=l

In particular, we get
r

EBWhq(NHi ) ~ Whq(G)
i=l
r

EBKo(ZHd EB Wh(H)

-+

Wh(G)

i=O
r

EB Ko(ZH

i)

~ Ko(ZG)

i=O

K_ 1 =0
(1-3)/2

Wh(Hi) =

EB

Z

j=1

Ko(ZHi)

= Cl(Z[exp(21rijl»))
WOLFGANG LÜCK, Universität Mainz
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Geometrie foundations for equivariant stahle homotopy
In joint work with KRIz, MANDELL, and MAY, we give new foundations
for ordinary stable homotopy by defining an H -spectrum (over a universe U)
to be a speetrum M (in the sense of LEWIS-MAY) together with an action
by the monoid .c( U, U) of linear isometries U -+ U, given by an action map
€: C(U, U)tI<M -+ M, where the source is an instanee ofthe twisted half-smash
product. The resulting category, S[H], admits a commutative and associative
smash product, defined as the balanced product

M

Ac.

N =: C(U2,U)fJ(~{U,U)2(MAN),

where MAN is the external smash product resulting in a spectrum indexed
on U 2 = U ffi U. The twisted half-smash product then "pushes this down" to a
spectrum indexed on U. All H-spectra M admit a unit map A: S Ac. M -+ M,
and we define Ms, the category of S-modules, ~ the full subcategory of S[H]
generated by those M for which A is an isomorphism. Since S Ac S ~ S, all
H-spectra S
M are S-modules, and conversely. The functor

"c

S Ac. -: S[H]

-+

Ms

has a right adjoint Fc.(S,·), and the funetor
MSF~')S[H]f~ts

creates the weak equivalences and fibrations for model category structures on.
both M sand S[H). Inverting the weak equivalences results in the classical
stable category for a11 three.
Given a homomorphism a: G -+ .c(U, U), where G is a compact LIE group,
LEWIS-MAY style G-spectra can be described as an action map Ga rx E -+
E, and the resulting category has a model structure determined by spheres
E~ (G/ H) +. A theorem of LEWIS (1995) gives a complete description of
how the resulting stable category depends on the homomorphism a. We can
define a category G-S[H] of equivariant H-spectra, with minor adjustments
for equivariant S-modules, as G-actions on H-spectra, or equivalently, an
action
[G x .c(U,U)]~M -+ M.
Given

0:

G

-+

.c(U, U), we can consider the homomorphism over J:,(U, U),
(id, a): G

-+

G x [.(U, U).
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Pulling back along tbis map produces a functor

with target tbe G-spectra produced by o. This creates the weak equivalences and fibrations for a model structure on G-S[H], and inverting the weak
equivalences produces the same stable category as on Go-S. G-S[H] therefore
supports many different model category structures, and the standard "change
of universe" functors of LEWIS and MAY are all induced by the identity on
G-S[HJ. These all therefore preserve higher multiplicative structure, which
was previously unknown.
ANTHONY ELMENDORF,

e,

Pumue University

THH of A oo ring spectra
I summarized joint/independent work with GUNNARSON, SCHWÄNZL, and
comparing the THHof A oo ring spectra of ELMENDORF, KRIZ, MANDELL and MAY with the T H H of FSPs of BÖKSTEDT.
I went on to advertise certain nice properties of the construction of ELMENDORF-KRIZ-MANDELL-MAY, in particular the relative THH construction
over a "ground" E oo ring spectrum, and the EILENBERG-MoORE spectral
sequence
HH!-(E.A,E.M) => E. THH(A;M),
VOGT,

where E. is represented by an E oo ring spectrum and E.A is E.-fiat.
MICHAEL MANDELL,

Chicago University

Blakers-Massey theorem and cellular inequalities
I applied cellular inequalities to give a generalization of GOODWILLIE's
results about BLAKERS-MASSEY type statements for cubical diagrams.
If A is a connected space, by C(A) I denote the smallest class of spaces

e

such that
• A E C(A)
• X E C(A), X ~ y => Y E C(A)
• Xi E C(A) =* hocolim (Xo +- Xl
• Xi E C(A)
• Xi E C(A)

=* VXi E C(A)
=* hocolim (Xo --+

Xl

--+

X 2 ) E C(A)

--+

X2

-+ ...)

E C(A)
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One can think about the class C(A) as generated by A using simple operations: homotopy push-outs, arbitrary wedges, and telescopes. U X E C(A),
then I will write X » A, and call X to be A-cellular. By the relation X » A
I mean that there is a recipe that teIls us how to build X from A using the
above operations.
I prove the following" result: let the following be a homotopy push-out
resp. a homotopy pull-back square:

A

-+

B

-+

.!
D

-+

P. Then

!

C
There is a natural map A
fibre (EA

-+

EP)

»

fibre (A

P
!.

-+

B
!

C

-+

D

-+

C) 1\ fibre (A

-+

B).

So if A -+ B is n-connected and A ~ C is m-connected, then we get
that EA -+ EB is (m + n)-connected. This recovers the BLAKERS-MASSEY
theorem.
Similar statements cau be proven for higher dimensional cubical diagrams.
WOJCIECH CHACHOLSKI,

Fields Institut

Fixed points of THH of the integers at 2, and K-theory
of the two-adic integers
The trace map K(Zp)~~TH H(Z)~ = T(Z)~ admits lifts tr pn : K(Zp)

-+

T(Z)~pn compatible with the restrietion R: T(z)Cpn -+ T(Z)Cpn-l and FROBENIUS map F: T(z)Cpn -+ T(z)Cpn-l, which conspire to the cyclotomic
trace map

By work of MCCARTHY, HESSELHOLT and MADSEN, this is a ]radic equivalence of connective covers, and BÖKSTEDT-MADSEN compute TC(Z)p ~
Im J x BIm J x SU for p > 2. The argument uses a comparison r n: T(z)Cpn-+
T(z)hCpn and spectral sequence calculations of Z/p-homotopy groups. For
p = 2 there is no natural algebra structure on Z/2-homotopy groups, so a
new argument combining Z/4-homotopy and its action on Z/2-homotopy is
needed to check that r n induces a two-adic homotopy equivalence on the

©
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connective covers as weH as to push through an inductive argument to COIDpute 1r.(T(Z)Cp n.; Z/2), hased on an idea of TSALIDIS. The argument is still
incomplete, hut:
Conjecture: The spectral sequence

is an algebra spectrnl sequence when the E 2 -term is given the formal algebra
structure
= Z/2[t, t- I , Un , ea, e4]/(u~ = 0; e~ = 0) with Itl = (-2,0),
IUII = (-1,0), leal = (0,3) and le41 = (0,4). The differentials are given by

E;,.

and
and ea and te4 are permanent cycles.
This leads to a calculation of 1r.(K(Z2); Z/2), which places K(Z2) into

fihre sequences
BIm Je

!
Kred(Z2)

-+

K(Z2)

red

--+

Im (Je)

!
SU

which are nontrivial, hut split on 1r., so

after two-adic completion.
JOHN ROGNES,

University 01 Oslo

_
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Goodwillie calculus, Dold-Puppe stabilization, and the
Q-construction of MacLane
For a homotopy funetor of spaces, GOODWILLIE caleulus establishes that
there is a tower of functors,

in which each PnF serves as a sort of TAYLOR polynomial approximation
to F. In this talk, I deseribed several construetions tbat are equivalent to
the funetors in this tower in the case where F is a funetor between additive"
categories. The first example presented was D F, the stahle derived funetor
of F, defined by DOLD and PUPPE. When F is redueed (F(O) = 0), DF
is equivalent to P1F. Tbe seeond construction discussed was MACLANE's
Q-construction, QF. When F = S(·], QF(A), for an abelian group A, is a
chain complex whose homology is the stable homology of tbe corresponding
EILENBERG-MACLANE space. A prcof that QF is equivalent to DF (and
consequently to PI F) was sketched. I coneluded by refining MACLANE'S
Q-eonstruetion to produee a chain eomplex that is equivalent to PnF and
indicating why this ehai~ eomplex satisfies the properties necessary to be
PnF.-This is joint work with RANDY MCCARTHY.
BRENDA JOHNSON,

Union College

Iterated loop spaces, operads and categories
This work is joint witb CORNEL BALTANO, ROLAND SCHWÄNZL, and
RAIN ER VOGT.-It has been known sinee QUILLEN's work that symmetrie
monoidal categories give rise to infinite loop spaees in a natural way. THOMASON has shown that all infinite loop spaees arise in this way. Reeent work
in mathematical physics has given rise to a variant of this notion, that of a
braided monoidal eategory. We show that a similar relation holds between
braided monoidal categories and double loop spaces. By carefully iterating
the notion of a monoidal eategory, we arrive at a notion of an n-fold monoidal
category whieh we believe eorresponds in the same way to n- fold loop spaces
for 3 ~ n < 00. It is shown that this notion gives rise to a eompact polybedral operad which is related to the little n-eubes operad (whicb aets on n-fold
loop spaees) by a map of operads which we conjeeture is an equivalence. This

©
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shows that n-fold monoidal categories give rise to n-fold loop spaces. If our
conjecture is true, a11 iterated loop spaces arise in this way.
ZBIGNIEW FIEDOROWICZ,

Ohio State University

Stable K-theory and free products of rings
The talk was areport on joint work with R. SCHWÄNZL and F. WALDleading to a proof that the BÖKSTEDT trace induces a homotopy
equivalence
HAUSEN,

KS(R;M)~THH(R;M)

for any connective Aoo-ring Rand any connective Aoo-R-bimodule M.
I described the reduction to the problem of showing

where C = Sv R is the ring obtained by forgetting R has a unit and adding
the unit S back on. I then noted that, if we define B'(m) = S A (G(m)),
where G(m) is the realization of a loop group for sm+l, and
D(m)

= Sv R V B'(m) V RAB'(m)
V B'(m)AR V RAB'(m)I\R V ...
S
S
S
S

then the relative K-theory K(D(m), C) = fibre (K(D(m»
good approximation to KS(C; C A COP).
The diagram
S --+ B(m) = S A G(m)+

!
C

--+

K(C» is a

!
-+

D(m)

is an example of a "homotopy-theoretic" generalized free product. In the
rest of the talk I discussed how we set up to analyze the K-theory of D(m)
in terms of MV, a category of MAYER-VIETORIS presentations, which has
cofibrations and two notionS of weak equivalences.

Ross E.

STAFFELDT,

e

Las Cruces NM, USA
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K a of "Witt vectors of length two over finite fields
For W 2 (F p /) the WITT vectors of length two over the field with pi elements, I prove the following result:
Theorem:
K3(W2 (F p l »p = (Z/p2)/ for p ~ 5
K 3 (W2 (F{»3 = (Z/9)/-l ffi (Z/2)2

This shows in particular that Z/3 = 7r3{Im J)3' which is a summand of
K3(Z) and of K 3(Z3, Z3), is already a summand of K3(Z/9). It furthermore
generalizes the result K 3 {Z/p2)p = Z/p2 for p ~ 5 in two directions.
Tbe proof uses the identity K3(W2 (F p l» = H 3(SL(W2 (F p l »), and it
calculates the RH S with a HOCHSCHILD-SERRE spectral sequence to 0 ~
V Co-..+ SL(W2 (F pl» ~ SL(Fpl) --+ o. Some E 2 -terms are dete~mined by
calculation of the outer automorphism of S L on the homology gi-OUPS and
comparison with SL(Fpl [t]/t 2 ), which admits a spectral sequence with the
same ~2-terDnS.
This suffices for p ~ 5. For p = 3 oue has to explicitely calculate one
differential in the sequence and use descent arguments.
THOMAS GEISSER,

MPI Bann

A parametrized index theorem for the algebraic
K-theory Euler class The talk was about joint work with W. DWYER and B. WILLIAMS.Suppose that p: E ~ B is a smooth fibre bundle with compact fihres. (Thus,
if B is connected, p is a bundle with structure group Diff (F), where F is a
smooth compact manifold.) Let V be a bundle of finitely generated projective
R-modules on E, where R is a ring. This determines a map [V): E --+ K(R).
If each Hi(p-l(b), V), bEB, is projective as an R-module, then the bundle
Vi on B with fibre Hi(P-l(b), V) determines [Vi]: B -+ K(R).
Theorem (BISMUT, LOTT, DWYER, WEISS, WILLIAMS):

tr*[V]

= E(-l)i[Vi]

E

[B,K(R)],

where tr: Eoo B+ ~ ~oo E+ is the BECKER-GOTTLIEB transfer determined by
p: E --+ B.

©
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BISMUT and LOTT proved this for R the complex numbers, after applying
certain characteristic classes to both sides. The theorem is a consequence of
an index theorem, essentially the HOPF index theorem suitably generalized.
This involves on one side EULER classes with values in cohomology with
coefficients A( *), for bundles with fibre Rn, and on the other side EULER
characteristics X(Y) E A(Y), defined for certain spaces Y.

MICHAEL WEISS,

Notre Dame

On the tangent space cf the algebraic K-theory of the
integers

e

2

Given a ring R we use R(f) = R[x]/(x ) to denote tbe ring of dual numbers
over R. Tbe tangent space of tbe K -theory of R is defined to be the kernel

of the map 8. induced by 8: R(f)

~

R,

f...-+

o.

Similarly, define

the tangent space of the topological cyclic homology of R. The groups
K~an(z) are finitely generated and their ranks were computed by SOULE. In
this talk we give reeursive formulas for the calculation of the mod-p tangent
groups K~an(z; Z/p). By a result of MCCARTHY these groups are isomorphie
to the groups Tc:an(z; Z/p), and a result of HESSELHOLT aud MADSEN computes these last groups in terms of mod-p homotopy groups of the spectra
(TH H(Z) A sW)Cpn for certain Cpn representations W. We give explieit recursive formulas which calculate the mod-p homotopy groups of the spectrum
(T H H(Z) A sW)Cpn for each Cpn representation and eaeh n ~ 1.
STAVROS TSALIDIS,

Purdue University

©
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On the homotopy of the stahle mapping class group
Let E (~9,n) be a compact oriented smooth surface (connected of genus
9 and with n boundary components). Define feE) := 1roDur+(~;8) to be

»,

the mapping elass group (f9. n := f(E 9 •n
and f 00 = limg _ oo f g,1 to be the
stabilized mapping class group. By a theorem of P OWELL, r 00 is perfect and
one can apply the QUILLEN plus eonstruetian to its classifying space Bf 00·
Theorem: Bf 00 is an infinite loop space.
This irnproves a theorem of MILLER and BÖDIGHEIMER who showed that
Br~ is a twofold loap space.
The idea of the praof is to construct a category S from aD surfaces E and
their associated Br(E) in which composition is defined by glueing cobordisms.
S can be given asymmetrie monoidal structure using disjoint union. Thus
its classifying space BS is an infinite loop space by MAY and SEGAL. Using
a theorem of HARER, one identifies ftBS with Z x Br~.
ULRIKE TILLMANN, University olOxford

Astability theorem fot concordance imbeddings
Let N be a compact, connected, smooth manifold with corners, n =
dirn N ~ 3, * E N be an interior point of N, J = [-1,1]. Denote by CE(*, N)
the space of concordance imbeddings of * into N, by CE(J, JxN) the space of
concordance imbeddings of Jx * iuto J x N. Let <1>: CE(*, N) --+ CE(J, JxN)
be the stabilization map, and denote by F ~ the hornotopy fibre of <I>. In the
talk, we identify F4J with a simple O(2)-space in
3n range, which in particular implies that ~ is (2n-5)-connected in general and (2n-4)-connected
when 1rl (N) is trivial. We also point out the answer has to do with triangles,
and modular group comes into the answer. This is the speaker's PhD thesis
under the guidance of THOMAS GOODWILLIE.
I'V

Guowu MENG, Hong Kong University 01 Science and Technology
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Cyclic polytopes and the K-theory of truncated polynomial algebras
Tbe work presented here is joint with Ia MADSEN. The aim is to describe the relative algebraic K-tbeory of a truncated polynomial algebra,
K(A[x]/{x n ), (x)). We derive a formula, valid for any ring A, which exhibits
this in terms of fixed sets of BÖKSTEDT'S topological HOCHSCHILD homology.
In the process we rely heavily on the combinatorial structure of the so-called
cyclic polytopes first studied by CARATHEODORY in 1911 and rediscovered by
DAVID GALE in 1963. In the case of aperfect field k ofpositive characteristic,
we calculate

the even-dimensional groups being zero. Here Wi(k) denotes the big WITT
vectors of length i in k. The result extends previous calculations by STIENSTRA and AIsaETH of K 3 .-We would like to express our thanks to THOMAS
GEISSER who suggested that the formula above might be valid.
LARS HESSELHOLT, MIT, Cambridge

On the K-theory of endomorphisms over a scheme
Let X be ascheme, quasi-compact and with an ample family of line bundles
(for example, X is quasi-projective). Let A be the category of (I, J), where I
is a vector bundle on X and f: I --+ I is an endomorphism. Denote End (X) =
K(A), and End(X) = fibre(End(X) -+ K(X)). Let X be the scheme defined
from X by glueing up. Locally, let U c X be an affine open subscherne, U =
spec A, then Ü = spec «1 + T Au[T])-1 A[T]), where Au = Im (r(Ox, X) -+
f(Ox, U) = A). We have a map X ~ X. Let EK(X)
K(X)). Then we have the following result:

= fibre (K(X)

-+

e

Theorem: o'EK(X) ~ End (X).
This generalizes GRAYSON'S result when X is affine. The key ingredient
in the proof is the THOMASON-TROBAUGH localization theorem.
Using the description given by the theorem, "!'e showed that jf-theory
of endomorphisms over a scheme does not have exact MAYER- VIETORIS se= Xl U X 2 , Xl = spec k[x],
quences by checking tbe case where X =
X2 = spec k[y]. This implies that the K-theory of endomorphisms over a

pl
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scheme is a global theory rather than a loeal one: loeal data do not totally
determine the global theory.
DONGYUAN YAO, Washington University in St. Louis

K-theory· is determined by its value on simplicial rings
At the ICM in Kyota 1990 THOMAS GOODWILLIE eonjectured that for
maps of rings up to homotopy A -+ B such that 1roA - t 'TroB is surjective
with nilpotent kernei, the diagram
KA

-+

TC A

-+

TC B

!
KB

!
.s:::r..

is homotopy cartesian. Using MCCARTHY's theorem showing that t~ is true
for simplicial rings, we show that the conjecture is correct. The theorem (ar
alternatively its proof) give that KS ~ T H H is true in this generality (~sing
only the statement for simplieial rings).
BJ0RN

IAN DUNDAS, Aarhus university

Motivic complexes and the K-theory of automorphisms
GOODWILLIE and LICHTENBAUM proposed a filtration on K(R), R a regular ring, given by ... --+ W 2 -+ W 1 - t WO = K(R), where

Here, Rt1 d denotes the coordinate ring of the standard d-simplex, Rt1 d =
R[XO,Xl, ... ,Xd]/(L X i -1), and, for any ring A, K(Rad,p~t) denotes the
K -theory space associated to the category of finitely generated projective
A-modules equipped with t commuting automorphisms. (The "wedge" 1\
denotes modding out by degeneracies when one of the automorphisms is the
identity.) It was also conjectured that the cofibre space W t /Wt+l might be

n-tld ...... Ko(Rßd, P~)I·
GRAYSON established that W t /W t + 1 = n-tld ...... K~(Rad, p~t)1 .
This provides a spectral sequence from the homology groups of the complex K~(R~d, p~) converging to K-theory. I study these complexes with
the hope of showing they represent "motivic complexes". It turns out the

©
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complexes K~ (Rß d , P~) are easier to study. In particular I show these latter complexes provide the same definition of motivic cohomology as that
given by SUSLIN and VOEVODSKY. It is therefore hoped that the maps
Kr(R6.·, p~t) --. Ko(Rß·, p~t) induce quasi-isomorphisms. I show this
holds in the etale topology, over an algebraically closed ground field k, with
coefficients in Z/n if char k An.
MARK WALKER, University

01 Illinois

Smash products and gamma-spaces
There is asymmetrie monoidal smash produet of r -spaces that eorresponds
to the smash product of spectra under tbe BOUSFIELD-FRIEDLANDER identification of r -spaces and connective spectra. There are also EOO and neo
functors, as weH as function spectra. All these constructions are compatible
with the BOUSFIELD-FRIEDLANDER closed simplicial model. category structure on r-spaces. Finally,-the generalized rings under this smash product are
precisely those FSPs whose underlying functor comes from a r -space.

e

MANOS LYDAKIS, Universität Bielefeld

Stabilized model categories are categories of modules
We consider certain QUILLEN model categories that can be described as
algebras aver a tripie on the category of simplicial sets. Examples include
simplicial sets, simplicial sets with an action of a simplicial group, simplicial
modules, and simplicial rings. Elaborating on a construction of BOUSFIELDFRIEDLANDER ~e define the notion of a spectrum in such a model category
and thereby arrive at the stable homotopy theory of that category. We show
that such a stabilized model category can be identified with the category
of modules over a certain FSP arising from the tripIe one started out with.
As a byproduct, we show that the homotopy theory of simplicial rings is
equivalent to that of FSPs which are algebras aver the FSP representing the
integral EILENB~RG-MACLANEspectrum.
STEFAN SCHWEDE, Universität Bielefeld
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Motives and motivic complexes
We wish to give a new definition of tbe category of mixed motives, and pick
out an object in this category as being the homologieal motive of a variety.
Let k be an algebraic closed field, and ß k be the eosimplieial scheme over
k given by Ai: = spec k[to, t}, ... , tn]/(E ti - 1). We consider sheaves F- for
the proper topology on ß k. Fix n, and let Rn(F-) be the following complex:

Inside each (di).Fn-l, let Gi be the image of FW and let Rn(F-) be tbe
complex

Fn

-+

Il Gi Il Gi,;
--+

--+ •••

Let Hi,n(F-) be the sheaf HAR,.(F-)) on .c1. n and invert ~~~s ~hich
induee isomorphisms on all ll.i,n' The resulting "derived eategor9-' is our
category of mixed motives. We define the homological motive Mv of a variety
V to be the sheaf SP~ assoeiated with the presheaf S p~ (U) = cycles on U x
V finite surjective over U. This is isomorphie to tbe sheaf associated with
the subpresheaf Zv(U) = Z[Map(U, V)]. We see immediately that Mvxw ~
Mv ® Mw. We expect to complete soon the computation of the motive of a
curve in terms ofDELIGNE I-motives. If we let l(I) be the (reduced) motive
of pI, the motivic complexes on k should be given by Rp.(Z(I)0r:), wbere
p: ße -+ k-.

STEPHEN LICHTENBAUM, Brown V!1j~ersity

The homotopy end
Un/ortunately, ROBERT W. THOMASON died the day be/ore the con/erence
began, so he was not able to give the talk he had planned. The text below is
the abstract he submitted be/ore the con/erence. [DANIEL GRAYSON]

The homotopy end is a functor Cat (Kap x K,C) -+ C which exists for
K a small category and C a complete simplicial closed model category. A
special case of the construction gives homotopy limits in any such C. There
is a spectral sequence for computing homotopy classes of maps into a homotopy end, whose E 2 -term is given in terms of BAUES-WIRSCHING cohornology. MACLANE homology is ano~her special case of the construction. Tbe
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construction also solves the problem of lifting model structures to functor
categories.
ROBERT

W.

THOMASON,

report:

Universite Paris VII

THOMAS HÜTTEMANN
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